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Roadmap
• What/Why granular materials?
• How do we think about Granular systems—

Use experiments to explore:
• Forces, force fluctuations
• Jamming
• Granular friction
• Plasticity, diffusion
• Force response—elasticity



What are Granular Materials?

• Collections of macroscopic ‘hard’ particles: 
interactions are dissipative
– Classical h 0
– A-thermal T 0
– Draw energy for fluctuations from macroscopic flow
– Exist in phases: granular gases, fluids and solids
– Large collective systems, but outside normal statistical 

physics



Examples of Granular Materials

• Earthquake gouge
• Avalanches and mudslides
• Food and other natural grains: wheat, 

rice,…
• Industrial materials: coal, ores,…
• Soils and sands
• Pharmaceutical powders
• Dust
• Chemical processing—e.g. fluidized beds



Questions

• Fascinating and deep statistical questions
– What is the nature of granular friction?
– What is the nature of granular fluctuations—what is their 

range?
– Is there a granular temperature?
– Phase transitions
– Jamming and connections to other systems: e.g. colloids, 

foams, glasses,…
– The continuum limit and ‘hydrodynamics—at what scales?
– What are the relevant macroscopic variables? 
– Novel instabilities and pattern formation phenomena



Practical Issues
o Massive financial costs  Claim: 
~$1 Trillion/year in US alone for granular 

handling

o Failures are frequent, typical facilities operate 
at only ~65% of design

o Soil stability is difficult to predict/assess

o Avalanches and earthquakes, which are difficult 
to predict or mitigate, cause extensive damage 



Problems closer to home



…And a bit further from home…



General modeling approaches

• MD = molecular dynamics—DEM = 
discrete element method, allows extensive 
exploration of parameter space

• Continuum models, often based on 
conservation laws, but always need a 
closure/constitutive law

• For granular systems, there are few direct 
comparisons of experiment and simulation



Point of View: To understand granular materials, one should 
take a statistical approach

Point-wise distributions for: 
forces between particles, displacements/velocities…

Correlations—to tell us the important sizes for collective 
behavior

Structural information—e.g. packing affect granular 
properties? Fabric gives a measure of the how grains 
are organized

Response to perturbations—How do granular solids 
respond to external forces/displacements?

Continuum measures—e.g. stresses (force/area) strains, 
densities….

What does this mean—what do we need to know, 
what tools do we have? –
methods span the microscopic to the macroscopic



Theoretical tools: Statistical ensembles: what 
to do when energy is not conserved?

• Edwards ensemble for rigid particles: V 
replaces E

• Real particles are deformable (elastic): 
forces, stresses, and torques matter, and are 
‘conserved’ for static systems—hence 
force/stress ensembles emerge 

• Snoeijer, van Saarloos et al. Tighe, Socolar 
et al., Henkes and Chakraborty and O’Hern, 
Makse et al.



Experimental tools: what to measure, and how to 
look inside complex systems

• Confocal techniques in 3D—with fluid-
suspended particles—for colloids, 
emulsions, fluidized granular systems 

• Bulk measurements—2D and 3D 
• Measurements at boundaries—3D
• 2D measurements: particle tracking, 

Photoelastic techniques (this talk)
• Promising new approach: MRI for forces
• Numerical experiments—MD/DEM



Assessment of theoretical understanding
• Basic models for dilute granular systems are reasonably 

successful—model as a gas—with dissipation

• For dense granular states, theory is far from settled, and 
under intensive debate and scrutiny

How does one understand order and disorder, fluctuations, 
entropy and temperature?

What are the relevant length/time scales, and how does 
macroscopic (bulk) behavior emerge from the microscopic 
interactions? 

To what extent are dense granular materials like dense 
granular molecular systems, colloids, glasses?



Granular Material Phases-Gases
Molecular Gases:

Collisions are short, velocities satisfy the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution (speeds) and are in random directions

P(v) ~ exp[-(m/2)v2/(kBT)]—

<v2> ~ kBT     width of distribution 

Granular Gases:
Again, collisions are short, velocities can be Maxwell-

Boltzmann-like

<v2> ~ Tg 

Expect that granular gases flow much like molecular gases with extra 
dissipation

Granular gases cool spontaneously, show clustering instability



Clustering in a Cooling Granular Gas—
Goldhirsch and Zanetti, (example from work by S. Luding, H. 

Herrmann)

• Cooling simulation by Luding and Herrmann



Granular Material Phases-Dense Phases
Granular Solids and fluids much less well understood than 

granular gases

Forces are carried preferentially on force 
chains multiscale phenomena

Friction and extra contacts preparation history 
matters

Deformation leads to large spatio-temporal 
fluctuations

In many cases, a statistical approach may be the only 
reasonable description



Multiple contacts => indeterminacy

Note: 5 contacts => 10 unknown force components.  

Special (isostatic) state: 
number of degrees of freedom = number of constraints

3 particles => 9 constraints



Frictional indeterminacy => history dependence



Dilation under shear

Before shearing After sustained shearing



GM’s exhibit novel meso-scopic structures: Force Chains

Howell et al. 
PRL 82, 5241 (1999)

2d Shear 
Experiment






Close-up video of 2D shear flow




Rearrangement of force chains leads to 
strong force fluctuations

Miller et al. PRL 77, 3110 (1996)

Time-varying
Stress in 
3D Shear Flow



Granular Material Phases-Dense Phases
Connections to other phenomena

Jamming—how a material becomes solid-like as 
particles are brought into contact; Common 
behavior may occur in glasses, foams, colloids, 
granular materials…

Elasticity—response of (granular) solid to small 
applied forces/stresses; deformations are small

Plasticity—irreversible deformation when a 
(granular) material is sheared



When we push hard enough, how do dense granular 
systems move?

• For small pushes, is a granular material elastic, 
like an ordinary solid, or does it behave 
differently?  

• If we expand a granular solid enough, it is no 
longer a ‘solid’—If we start from particles that are 
far apart, and gradual squeeze, the reverse process, 
jamming, occurs—how should we characterize 
that process?



Pushing on granular solids—continued

• Another phenomena occurs if we compress any 
solid in one direction, and expand (dilate) it in the 
perpendicular direction—i.e. pure shear.  

• Under shear, solids deform irreversibly 
(plastically).  Particles move ‘around’ each other

• What is the microscopic nature of this process for 
granular materials?

• Note that shearing also occurs when we ‘tilt’ a 
sample—i.e. deform a rectangular sample into a 
parallelogram



Roadmap
• What/Why granular materials?
• Where granular materials and molecular 

matter part company—open questions of 
relevant scales

Use experiments to explore:
• Forces, force fluctuations  ◄
• Jamming
• Force response—elasticity
• Plasticity, diffusion
• Granular friction



Experiments to determine vector contact forces
P1(F) is example of particle-scale statistical measure

(Trush Majmudar and RPB, Nature, June 23, 2005)

Experiments use
biaxial tester
and photoelastic
particles



Overview of Experiments

Biax schematic Compression

ShearImage of 
Single disk

~2500 particles, bi-disperse,     dL=0.9cm, dS= 0.8cm,    NS /NL = 4



Measuring contact forces by photoelasticity



Basic principles of technique

• Process images to obtain particle centers and 
contacts

• Invoke exact solution of stresses within a disk 
subject to localized forces at circumference

• Make a nonlinear fit to photoelastic pattern using 
contact forces as fit parameters

• I = Iosin2[(σ2- σ1)CT/λ]
• In the previous step, invoke force and torque 

balance
• Newton’s 3d law provides error checking



Examples of Experimental and ‘Fitted’ Images

Experiment Fit



Current Image Size



Obtain stresses and Z

Fabric tensor
Rij = Σk,c nc

ik nc
jk

Z = trace[R]

Stress tensor
:σij = (1/A) Σk,c rc

ik fc
jk

A is system area, trace of stress tensor gives P



Force distributions
for shear and compression

Shear Compression

εxx = -εyy =0.04; Zavg = 3.1 εxx = -εyy =0.016;   Zavg = 3.7



Edwards Entropy-Inspired Models for P(f)

• Consider all possible states consistent with applied 
external forces, or other boundary conditions—
assume all possible states occur with equal 
probability

• Compute Fraction where at least one contact force 
has value f P(f)

• E.g. Snoeier et al. PRL 92, 054302 (2004)
• Tighe et al. Phys. Rev. E



Some Typical Cases—isotropic compression and 
shear

Snoeijer et al.  ↓ Tigue et al  ↓.

Compression

Shear 



Correlation functions determine important scales

• C(r) = <Q(r + r’) Q(r’)>

• <> average over all vector displacements r’

• For isotropic cases, average over all directions in
r.

• Angular averages should not be done for 
anisotropic systems



Spatial correlations of forces—angle dependent

Shear Compression

Chain direction

Direction 
normal
To chains

Both directions equivalent



Roadmap
• What/Why granular materials?
• Where granular materials and molecular 

matter part company—open questions of 
relevant scales

Use experiments to explore:
• Forces, force fluctuations  ◄
• Jamming ◄
• Force response—elasticity
• Plasticity, diffusion
• Granular friction



Standard picture of jamming

• Jamming—how disordered N-body systems 
becomes solid-like as particles are brought 
into contact, or fluid-like when grains are 
separated—thought to apply to many 
systems, including GM’s foams, colloids, 
glasses…

• Density is implicated as a key parameter, 
expressed as packing (solid fraction) φ

• Marginal stability (isostaticity) for spherical 
particles (disks in 2D) contact number, Z, 
attains a critical value, Ziso at φiso



Jamming
How do disordered solids lose/gain their solidity? 

Bouchaud et al.

Liu and Nagel



The Jamming Transition

• Simple question: 
What happens to key properties such as pressure, contact 

number as a sample is isotropically compressed/dilated 
through the point of mechanical stability?

Predictions (e.g. O’Hern et al. Torquato et al., 
Schwarz et al.

Z ~ ZI +(φ – φc)ά
(discontinuity)
Exponent ά ≈ 1/2

P ~(φ – φc)β

Z = contacts/particle; Φ = packing fraction

β depends on force law
(= 1 for ideal disks)

Henkes and Chakraborty: entropy-based model gives P and Z in 
terms of a field conjugate to entropy.  Can eliminate to get P(z)



Experiment: Characterizing the Jamming 
Transition—Isotropic compression

Isotropic
compression

Pure shear



LSQ Fits for Z give an exponent of 0.5 to 0.6



LSQ Fits for P give β ≈ 1.0 to 1.1



What is actual force law for our disks?



Comparison to Henkes and Chakraborty prediction



Note: P = (σ2 + σ1)/2 :τ = (σ2 – σ1)/2

|τ|/P = μCoulomb failure:

What happens here or here, when shear is applied to a granular material?

σ2

σ1

Jamming
How do disordered solids lose/gain their solidity 

under shear? 



What happens when shear is applied?

Irreversible deformation when a material is sheared

• System becomes anisotropic—e.g. long force 
chains form

• Shear causes irreversible (plastic) deformation.  
Particles move ‘around’ each other

• What is the microscopic nature of this process for 
granular materials?



Track Particle Displacements/Rotations

Following a small strain step
we track particle displacements

Close-up under UV light—
bars allow us to track particle
rotations 



Time-lapse video shows shear band and rotation




Time-lapse video (one shear cycle) shows force 
network evolution




Initial state, isotropic,
no stress  

Final state 
large stresses

Initial and final states 
following a shear cycle—
no change in area



Stresses and Z vs strain steps for 6 cycles

Strains vary over
-0.15 ≤ ε≤ 0.28



…θ gives angle of eigenvector of fabric tensor
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue —rapid
switch when strain is reversed



Steps δP and δτ in pressure and
shear stress are ‘noisy’
and characterized by
very similar distributions;
power spectra are flat at
low frequency and fall
off as f-2



Hysteresis in stress-strain and Z-strain curves—
one cycle



But!! Apparent scaling for stresses vs. Z

Note that stresses start
from 0 after sufficient
shear strain.



Good collapse of
data for P(f) for 
normal and tangential
contact forces



Allows corrections for missed contacts

Estimate of missed contacts:

∫0F-min P(F)dF/∫0∞ P(F)dF

Similar approach corrects P, but
Effect is much smaller, since
P  ~ ∫ F P(F) dF 



Return to: how do we contemplate jamming in 
frictional granular materials?

Sheared granular
materials fail to 
other stable states

Note that Reynolds
Dilatancy weakly
confined samples 
dilate under shear—
Hence, rigidly confined
materials show an 
increase of P under shear

σ2

σ1



Current estimate of jamming diagram
3D picture with axes P, τ and 1/φ

P = (σ2 + σ1)/2

:τ = (σ2 – σ1)/2

|τ|/P = μ

|τ|/P = 1

Two kinds of state, depending on φ
1) …φ < φJ—states arise from 0 stress
2) …φ > φJ—states arise from 
P > 0 and τ =0

|τ|/P = μ



Conclusions—statistical measures, jamming…

• P(f) clearly distinguishes isotropic vs. anisotropic states
•Ditto for force correlation functions
• Predictions for isotropic jamming mostly verified
•Can understand force fluctuations of sheared systems in 

terms of force chain evolution



Conclusions—jamming under shear
• Shear strain applied to granular materials can cause 

jamming for densities below φJ
• Large hysteresis in stresses vs. strain
•Good collapse of stresses vs. Z
•P(F/<F>) scales over different cycles or parts of
cycles—allows corrections for stresses and Z
very near jamming
•Suggestion of new jamming diagram with shear



Roadmap
• What/Why granular materials?
• Where granular materials and molecular 

matter part company—open questions of 
relevant scales

Use experiments to explore:
• Forces, force fluctuations  ◄
• Jamming ◄
• Granular friction ◄
• Plasticity, diffusion
• Force response—elasticity



What do we mean by granular friction?



Gutenberg-Richter relation

bMaN −=log

Earthquake events distribution:

Therefore the seismic moment 
has a power law distribution



Explore granular friction through a series of 
experiments

• Stick-slip in a slider experiment

• Effect of particle rolling in Couette shear

• Horizontal and vertical shaking as a probe 
of friction



Granular Rheology—a slider experiment



Experimental apparatus



What is the relation between stick slip and granular 
force structure?



Video of force evolution




Non-periodic Stick-slip motion

• Stick-slip motions in our 2D 
experiment are non-periodic
and irregular

• Time duration, initial pulling 
force and ending pulling 
force all vary in a rather 
broad range

• Random effects associated 
with small number of 
contacts between the slider 
surface and the granular disks.
Size of the slider ~ 30-40 d Definitions of 

stick and slip 
events



Stick-slip Events Distributions-Gutenberg-Richter 
Relation

• G-R Relation for 
earthquake events 
distribution:
where b is around -1. 

• The change of F2

during stick-slip events 
is a  measure of the 
energy stored or 
released in these events. 

bMaN +=log
• Note that GR relation is 

for a CDF—cumulative 
distribution function—
integral of a PDF.  Also, 
GR is for M, related to 
energy change by a 
power-law relation

• b  ~ -1 translates to 
exponent of ~ -5/3 for 
PDF of energy loss in
our experiments



PDF of energy changes—exponent is ~1.2



Distributions for max pulling force, slipping 
times,…

μs = Fmax /Mg

PDF of slipping times

Natural scale: ω = (k/M)1/2



Dynamics of actual slip events



Image observation

- =
Image n Image n+1 Difference image



Differential changes in a (fairly) big event






Observations:

• Force chain structures change significantly in a 
slip event. 

• As a build-up to a big event, force chains tend to 
be bent by the moving slider, releasing some 
energy, but not much.

• When bent too much, some force chains can no 
longer hold, there is rearrangement of these 
chains, with the majority of the energy release of 
the slip event.



Video of force chain failure model




Simple comparison—model/experiment—
distributions of initial and final pulling forces

experiment model



Simple comparison—model/experiment—
distributions of slipping times

experiment model



Simple comparison—model/experiment—
distributions of event size/energy drop

experiment
model



What is the nature of friction in continuous shear?

Return to Couette shear



Heat paradox for friction at earthquake fault zones

• Does particle rotation explain this?



What role does particle rotation play in granular friction?
See greyscale representations of velocity and angular velocity

Low density High density

Disks

Pentagons

Particle 
spin

Tangential particle speed

Veje, Howell, RPB,
Phys. Rev. E, 1999



With increasing pressure, particles roll more without 
slipping

VP

Ω

VS

No-slip:  VP - VS = RΩ

Moving surface

Particle



Simulations showing how rolling might change 
effective friction

Computer simulations find 
higher/lower effective 
friction, μs, when rolling is 
blocked/allowed for large 
enough interparticle 
friction, μ.

μ

μs
(Alonso-Marroquin et al.)



Experimental setup—Couette shear again

Add torque gauge

Use pentagonal particles, shear at 5 mHz

Acquire long time series—look at mean stresses



A gradient technique to obtain grain-scale forces



calibration



Measure over long times, determine effective μ

Statistically stationary 
fluctuations after transients

Compute effective μ, then time average

μ*(t)

Instantaneous



Distributions and means

μ*avg

Friction does not seem to vary 
with packing fraction

φ



Rate Dependence in Granular Shear

Stress fluctuations vs. time for different shear rates

γ gives density

(e.g. A. Ruina, 1983)



Videos at different shear rates

γ = 0.0027Hz γ = 0.027Hz

γ = 0.27Hz






Time-averaged pressure vs. shear rate and density



Time-averaged pressure vs. shear rate: 5 decades



No rate dependence for periodic compression



Granular friction and the transition from solid to
flowing



Schematic of shaker apparatus



Expectation from Coulomb friction

Expect jump
in magnitude of 
mean speek



Experiments show something different
Fluidized layer of height H forms—hysteretic transition

Rough sand Ottawa sand (smooth)



Transition shows a divergent time scales

Transition times: circles—fluid-to-solid; triangles—solid-to-fluid



Suppressing ‘sliders’—put small plastic slip on top

Solid symbols—with
slider suppression—
Hysteresis vanishes

Open symbols—no
slider suppression



Roadmap
• What/Why granular materials?
• Where granular materials and molecular 

matter part company—open questions of 
relevant scales

Use experiments to explore:
• Forces, force fluctuations  ◄
• Jamming ◄
• Granular friction ◄
• Plasticity, diffusion ◄
• Force response—elasticity



Couette shear—provides excellent setting to 
probe fluctuations and granular plasticity

B.Utter and RPB PRE 69, 031308 (2004)
Eur. Phys. J. E 14, 373 (2004)

Phys. Rev. Lett 100, (2008)



Schematic of apparatus



Photo of Couette apparatus

~ 1 m

~50,000 particles, some have dark bars for tracking



Motion in the shear band

Typical particle
Trajectories 

Mean velocity profile



Characterizing motion in the shear band

• Mean azimuthal flow (θ-direction)
• Shear deformation--smooth
• Fluctuating part—looks diffusive



How to characterize diffusion?

Random walker:  at times τ, step right or left  by L with probability 1/2

Mean displacement: <X> = 0

Variance: <X2> = 2Dt        t = n τ;    D = L2/τ

Imagine many independent walkers characterized by a density P(x,t)

∂P/∂t = D ∂2P/∂x2 Diffusion equation

Motion from step to step is uncorrelated



Variances vs. time—seem to grow faster/slower then 
linearly!

Tangential

Radial



Could this be fractional Brownian motion?

<X2> ~ t2H H =1/2 for ordinary case

H < ½ + anticorrelation—step to the Right reduces probability
of another rightward step

H > ½ + correlation—step to the Right increases probability
of another rightward step

Suggested in calculations by Radjai and Roux,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 064302 (2002)



But there is something else important—shear 
gradient Taylor dispersion

∂P/∂t = D ∂2P/∂x2  

∂P/∂t + V.grad(P) = D ∆P  (D now a tensor)

In 2D and in the presence of a velocity field, v

Simple shear:  Vx = γ y       Vy = 0

<YY> = 2Dyyt

<XX> = 2Dxxt + 2Dxy γt2 + (2/3)Dyy γt3

<XY> = 2Dxyt + Dyy γ t2



Diffusivities only appear sub- or super-diffusive 
due to Taylor-like dispersion and rigid 

boundary

Experiment
Simulations of random
walk, with velocity profile, etc



Is there more than just diffusion and mean flow?
Relating experiments to Falk-Langer picture

• Follow small mesoscopic clusters for short times ∆t
• Break up motion into 3 parts:

– Center of mass (CoM)
– Smooth deformation (like elasticity)
– Random, diffusive-like motion

• Punch line: all three parts are comparable in size



Procedure

• Identify small clusters of particles

• Follow change in position over ∆t of each particle wrt 
cluster CoM:  ri ri’ 

• LSQ fit to affine transformation:  ri’ = E ri

• The non-affine part is δri = ri’ - E ri

• D2
min = Σ (δri)2 (sum over cluster)

• Write E = F Rθ F symmetric

• F = I + ε ε is the strain tensor



Deformation occurs locally—Disks show local 
values of D2

min –bright large D2
min



Distributions of affine strain

Deviatoric strain

Compressive strain 

Rotation



Distributions of D2
min for different distances from 

shearing wheel

Useful candidate
for measure of
disorder?



What about distributions of the δri ?



Quasi-Gaussians 
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If P = exp(-a(δri)2) then log(log(P)) ~ log (|δri|) 

Slope is 3/2



Understanding distributions of D2
min

• P(D2
min) = ∫PN(δr1,…,δrN) *

δ(D2
min - Σ (δri)2 ) d(δri)

Assume PN(δr1,…,δrN) = Π P1(δri) 
(P1(δri) gaussians)

Then    P(D2
min) ≈ (D2

min)N-1 exp(- D2
min/C)



Comparison of various ‘width’ parameters

All quantities have similar behavior and similar sizes:

Vθ ∆t = macroscopic motion
Strains from ε
(D ∆t)1/2 = diffusive motion



Roadmap
• What/Why granular materials?
• Where granular materials and molecular 

matter part company—open questions of 
relevant scales

Use experiments to explore:
• Forces, force fluctuations  ◄
• Jamming ◄
• Granular friction ◄
• Plasticity, diffusion ◄
• Force response—elasticity ◄



How does a granular material respond to a small 
push?

• Ordinary solids are elastic—deformations 
grow with applied force—reversible

• Do force chains change this?  If so, under 
what conditions?



Some approaches to describing stresses

• Elasto-plastic models (Elliptic, then hyperbolic)

• Lattice models
– Q-model (diffusive—parabolic in continuum limit)

– 3-leg model (hyperbolic (elastic—elliptic) in cont. limit)

– Anisotropic elastic spring model 

• OSL model (hyperbolic)

• Loop-force models (for isostatic case—hyperbolic)

• Double-Y model (type not known in general)



OSL model (heuristic) and Loop force models (rigorous in 
appropriate limit)—hyperbolic—wave equation

xzzzxx μσησσ += η, μ: phemonological parameters

)]()([
2

),( czxczxFzxzz −++= δδσ



q-model (e.g. in 2D)

q’s chosen from uniform distribution on [0,1]

Predicts force distributions ~ exp(-F/Fo)



Long wavelength description is a diffusion equation
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∂
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∂
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∂
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2
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π

σ

Expected stress variation with depth



Anisotropic elastic lattice model

Expect progagation along lattice directions
Linear widening with depth—e.g. Goldenberg 
and Goldhirsch, Nature 435, 188 (2005)



Elastic response, point force on a semi-infinite sheet

In Cartesian coordinates:

0== θθθ σσ rπ
θσ

r
F

rr
cos2

=

p
ii zxz ])/(1(/[1 2+=σ 2,1=p



Experiments on force response/transmission: what is 
the mechanical response to a small point force?

For dense systems 
Geng et al. Physica D 182, 274 (2003)
Reydellet et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. (2001)

Vanel et al. Phys. Rev. E (2002)



Schematic of greens function apparatus



A gradient technique to obtain grain-scale forces



calibration



Disks-single response



Before-after



disk response mean



Large variance of distribution



Pentagon response



Elastic response, point force on a semi-infinite sheet

In Cartesian coordinates:

0== θθθ σσ rπ
θσ

r
F

rr
cos2

=

p
ii zxz ])/(1(/[1 2+=σ 2,1=p



Pentagons, width vs. depth



Conclusions—slider experiments, and granular friction…
• Simple slider experiment links stick-slip dynamics to

cascades in the force chain network—G-R-like
scaling for energy losses.

•Spring model is reasonably good at capturing features
of the experiments, and justifies failure threshold picture

• Increased particle rolling from larger loads does not
reduce friction significantly



Conclusions—rate-dependence, diffusion,…
• Rate-dependence seen over ~5 decades—
•Important dynamics occurs in the shear band of a 

granular Couette experiment
• The shear band is characterized by an exponential 

decay of displacement—but this requires long-time
observation

•Diffusion appears to be normal—e.g. not super/sub-
diffusive



Conclusions—statistical properties
• Affine and non-affine displacements are of the same

size and scale identically with diffusion coefficients
•Forces are carried approximately elastically in dense

granular materials—but many subtleties possible
• In general, a statistical approach is needed for these

systems—fluctuations can be large—and interesting
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